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Focus on Design Elements  
Whether it’s grooved wooden fronts, authentically structured real stone, or natural, new matt lacquer colors: Discover our 2024 new arrivals! Design, materials, colors, and shapes are at the forefront and meet the latest standards.Get inspired and plan your very own Nolte dream kitchen.  







Explore now


Small places big ideas
Smart Planning Ideas in Small Spaces - Whether it's a studio apartment, micro-apartments for singles, an attic apartment for single parents, or a city-center old building apartment for couples, Nolte Kitchens always has the right furnishing solution at hand. No matter how small the apartment or how great the challenge, our four stories show how everyone can create their own personal comfort retreat.
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Exclusive moodsetter for free!
Handleless kitchens are now right on trend, and create a neat, tidy look with clean-cut lines - "MatrixArt" is the name we have given to this range of kitchens. Illuminating the profiles with moodconjuring light creates a truly special ambience while tastefully underscoring their lines. Order a new handleless Nolte kitchen with a minimum of 5 cabinets during the campaign until end of 2024 and get vertical handle profile lighting for this kitchen for free if you order the horizontal handle profiles with lighting too.
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Kitchen Lighting


20% STORAGE SPACE ON TOP!
Matrix900 and MatrixArt900: Design meets storage space. We are giving you 20% more storage space for free: when selecting a Nolte or nolteneo kitchen with a 90 cm carcase height, you will get the base units for the price of the standard carcase height. Get in contact with your local Nolte Küchen dealer.
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Nolte Küchen exhibition center in Löhne
Experience our exhibition in Löhne in a virtual tour. Take a look around and discover the most diverse planning options. This will be the perfect inspiration for your own dream kitchen from Nolte Küchen.
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